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Abstract--An autonomous instrument system for measuring particle size spectra in the sea is 
described. The instrument records the small-angle scattering characteristics of the particulate 
ensemble present in water. The small-angle scattering distribution is inverted into size spectra. The 
discussion of the instrument in this paper is included with a review of the information content of the 
data. It is noted that the inverse problem is sensitive to the forward model for light scattering 
employed in the construction of the matrix. The instrument system is validated using monodisperse 
polystyrene and NIST standard distributions of glass spheres. Data from a long-term deployment 
on the California shelf during the field experiment Sediment Transport Events on Shelves and 
Slopes (STRESS) are included. The size distribution in STRESS, measured at a fixed height- 
above-bed 1.2 m, showed significant variability over time. In particular, the volume distribution 
sometimes changed from mono-modal to bi-modal during the experiment. The data on particle- 
size distribution are combined with friction velocity measurements in the current boundary layer to 
produce a size-dependent estimate of the suspended mass at 10 cm above bottom. It is argued that 
these concentrations represent the reference concentration at the bed for the smaller size classes. 
The suspended mass at all sizes shows a strong correlation with wave variance. Using the size 
distribution, corrections in the optical transmissometry calibration factor are estimated for the 
duration of the experiment. The change in calibration at 1.2 m above bed (mab) is shown to have a 
standard error of 30% over the duration of the experiment with a range of 1.8---0.8. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE knowledge  of the size dis t r ibut ion of particles in the sea is f unda me n t a l  in many  

si tuat ions in measur ing  bubb le  flux, sed iment  t ranspor t ,  and  in es t imat ing optical  
visibility. The  present  work was mot iva ted  by sed iment  t ranspor t .  In  earl ier  exper imenta l  
work,  optical and  acoustic i n s t rumen t  systems have been  employed  to map the sed iment  
d is t r ibut ion  in the bo t tom b o u n d a r y  layer. For  example ,  the synoptic  and  full-water- 
co lumn coverage of t ime-gated  acoustic scattering devices has made  them highly useful  
(LYNCH et al . ,  1993; HANES, 1990; HAY, 1983). Similarly,  optical  t ransmissometers  and 
backscat ter  systems have been  widely used for suspended  mass character izat ion with 
relat ively insufficient care in recognizing s ize-dependent  cal ibrat ions.  Typically,  a labora-  
tory cal ibrat ion is carried out  with a "s tandard"  size dis t r ibut ion.  As  will be shown 
th roughout  this paper ,  the size d is t r ibut ion is a dynamical ly  active quant i ty ;  it responds  to 
hydrodynamic  forcing and  is d e p e n d e n t  on height above bo t tom.  Cal ibra t ions  carried out  
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in a laboratory thus produce misleading results because of the underlying assumption of 
constancy of the size distribution at all times, and at all locations. Therefore, changes in 
size distribution may have an important influence on the estimation accuracy of suspended 
mass, and other derived quantities. 

The size dependence for acoustics and optics can be reviewed as follows. When the 
acoustic wavelength is much greater than the particle size (which is generally true for 
devices operating at less than 5 MHz) the scattering strength (power) varies as a 6, in 
accordance with Rayleigh scattering. With an ensemble of scatterers, the total sensed 
power is the incoherent sum of the contributions, i.e. [fan(a) a 6 da] 1/2, where n(a) is the 
number of particles in size range a and a + da. It follows that acoustic devices sense the 
largest particles in any ensonified volume: a factor of 2 in size affects the scattered power 
by a factor of 64 (although since acoustic devices typically record sound pressure, a factor 
of 8 is a better representation). An optical transmissometer, on the other hand, observes 
changes in light transmission through a suspension. The sensed quantity is, therefore, the 
fraction of light which was removed from the original beam, i.e. the attenuation. Optical 
attenuation of marine particles, which are typically much larger than the optical wave- 
length is proportional, to a good approximation, to twice the particle cross-sectional area. 
So that via transmissometry, the sensed quantity is twice the total particle area, fan(a) 
a2da. Despite these differences in the sensed quantity, qualitative trends of scattering in 
the boundary layer observed by these devices sometimes agree (LYNCH et al., 1992). Of 
course, if the ratio of scattering strengths sensed by acoustic and optical devices are 
constant, a time-independent, fixed size-distribution would be implied. Such is generally 
not the case. The general agreement of trends necessarily indicates that the particle 
number density is changing, whereas the change in the ratio of the sensed cross-sections 
(acoustic-optical) indicates a change in size distribution. Similar observations can be made 
in regard to the widely used OBS sensors (DowNING et al., 1981; SHERWOOD et al., 1994). 

The concentration of particles in the water column is established under the competing 
effects of gravitational settling and turbulent diffusion. In the bottom boundary layer, 
diffusion is by turbulence produced as a result of friction on the bed. The generalized one- 
dimensional form of the equations of motion for particles, neglecting particle-particle 
interactions, are expressed as: 

Ci., -]- wfiCi,z = [ g  Ci.z]z (1) 
where Ci represents the volume concentration of particles of size class i, w~ represents the 
fall velocity for this class of particles, K is the eddy diffusivity for the particles (assumed 
independent of size class) and the subscripts t and z denote differentiation, respectively, 
with respect to time and the vertical co-ordinate. Equation (1) represents a balance 
between accumulation, falling out of particles and vertical diffusion. 

The solution of this second-order equation requires boundary conditions for particle 
concentration at two vertical locations. It is widely accepted that the concentration should 
approach zero at very large distances z, but the concentration at a reference height Zr or its 
derivative (proportional to the vertical flux) are poorly understood. Since this formulation 
represents the most fundamental form of sediment transport, the determination of the 
reference concentration and the eddy diffusivity K are central to improvements in 
predictive capabilities. 

The simplest form of solution to equation (1) above is obtained for the inertial part of the 
boundary layer, where the diffusivity may be represented linearly with the friction velocity 
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K = Ku,z, where K is von Karman's constant, u, is the friction velocity (u,  = ~r/p, r is 
bottom stress, p is water density) and z is distance above bed. Under steady state 
conditions, this produces the simple form for sediment concentration profile: 

Ci(z) = Ci(zr) [z/zr] -w~/K"*. (2) 

This is the well known Rouse  (1937) profile. Ignoring high-order effects from turbulence 
which produce biases (see WaNe and MaxEv, 1993), if the fall velocity for particles of 
radius a (microns) is derived using Stokes' law for a given specific gravity s, it can be 
expressed as 

wfi = 0.22 x 10 -3 (s - 1) a 2 (3) 

where wfi is in cm s -1. With this, the vertical distribution of sediment concentration, 
[equation (2)] changes to 

C i -~ C i ( z r )  [Z/Zr] -0"22(s-1)'OOlaVKu* . (4) 

The sensitivity to size is included as the square of size in the exponent of z! On the one 
hand, this underscores the importance of knowing the size precisely to predict mass 
transport rates. On the other hand, a "size" estimated from a measured concentration 
profile, which depends on [dln(C)/dln(z)] 1/2, shows a strong insensitivity to slope 
measurements. This observation explains much of the difficulty in interpreting profiles for 
extraction of particle sizes. 

In this paper, we have obtained particle size spectra in situ in the STRESS experiment. 
The size-dependent volume concentration measurements are combined with the measure- 
ments of frictional Reynolds shear stress in the current boundary layer made with the 
BASS current meter. These data are used to estimate the reference concentration on a 
size-class by size-class basis. We note that all the present work in sediment transport 
research is based on the assumption that the particles are homogeneous spheres. This 
continues to be necessary in our work. Adding the degrees of freedom implied by non- 
homogeneity or "shape" is beyond the scope of the present work. 

1.1. Optical particle sizing 

In this paper we restrict ourselves to non-photographic optical methods of particle sizing 
only, although acoustic and photographic methods have been applied with some success. 
The interested reader is referred to a monogram resulting from a Topical Meeting and an 
associated special issue of Applied Optics on particle sizing methods (Applied Optics, 
November 1991). 

The instruments based on light scattering can be divided into two categories: single 
particle counters and ensemble observing systems. Single particle counters can, in 
principle, produce far more detailed structure of the particle distribution. However, as the 
scattering intensity scales typically with the fourth power of particle radius, a 100:1 size 
dynamic range demands a rather large dynamic range of 108:1 from the detection system. 
Ensemble averaging systems, such as the one described here, afford a few advantages: for 
example, the required dynamic range from the detector is smaller, and the complete size 
distribution can be derived, in principle, in a single flash of a laser. It is for this reason, and 
for reasons of simplicity, that the laser diffraction system was chosen in the present work. 
In these devices, the scattered light intensity is dependent not only on the fourth power of 
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Fig. 1. Basic geometry of the diffraction particle sizing instrument. Particles in water scatter light 
from a collimated laser beam. The scattered light is sensed in the focal plane of the receiving lens 
where a linear CCD photo-diode array is placed. The direct beam is removed and sensed separately 

on the photo-diode to obtain optical transmission. 

size, but it is weighted by the number density which typically has a tail with a slope of order 
- 3 ,  the net result being that the measured scattering bears a relatively weak dependence 
on a characteristic size of the distribution, relaxing the dynamic range needed of the optical 
scattering detector. 

Laser diffraction originated with the realization that scattering by particles larger than 
the wavelength of light can be substantially independent of the real and imaginary part 
of the refractive index of the particle, when only small-angle scattering is involved. 
(In this paper, we use the term scattering as optical scientists do; i.e. it includes 
contributions from diffraction and transmission. Absorption is not included in this 
discussion). The scattering is then adequately represented by diffraction through an 
aperture of equal size, producing the familiar Airy pattern. This is the so-called 
Fraunhofer approximation. SWrrHENBANr et al. (1977) were the first to note that this 
principle could be exploited to obtain the size distribution of an ensemble of particles. 
They noted that particles of a certain size placed most of the scattered energy in an angular 
range unique to that size. An instrument system based on this concept has been available 
for use in the laboratory. It was adapted for in situ measurements in a non-autonomous 
mode by BALE and MORRIS (1987). The basic geometry of this concept is illustrated in Fig. 
1. While widely accepted, there remain some difficulties in the interpretation of these 
systems, as noted by MCCAVE et al. (1986) and again by ACRAWAL et al. (1991). These 
authors have noted inconsistencies between results obtained with a single sample but using 
different optics. 

1.2. The forward problem 

The contribution to scattering from an ensemble of particles at angle 0 may be expressed 
as the sum: 

I(0) = ( K(a,O)n(a) da (5) 
) 
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Fig. 2. Scattering vs angle: from exact Mie theory for non-absorbing particle of refractive index 
1.5 + 0 i, Mie theory for highly absorbing particles in water of index 1.15 + 0.1 i, and the index- 
independent Fraunhofer approximation; ka = 100 for all three cases. Note that the absorbing 
particles are best represented by the Fraunhofer approximation and that Mie scattering predicts far 

more scattering at larger angles than the Fraunhofer model. 

where K(a,O) is the scattering Kernel representing the intensity contributed by a particle of 
radius a at the scattering angle 0 [from here on, a has no preferred units, in contrast to 
equations (3)-(4)]. The exact form of K-- the  mathematical solution to the problem of 
light scattering by homogeneous spheres--was formally obtained as an exact solution to 
Maxwell's equations by MIE (1908) although recent historical review gives credits to 
Lorenz (KRAcH, 1990) as well. The solutions are obtained in a complex series expansion. 
Reference can be made to a text by BORN and WOLF (1975) or to a separate text dedicated 
to scattering theory by VAN DE HULST (1957)• Because the exact theory was too complex to 
reduce to practical use in the days of limited computational power, many simplifications 
were derived. The one relevant to the present application is the small-angle scattering 
approximation, in which the scattering is substantially independent of particle compo- 
sition. The scattered light is then closely represented by diffraction through an aperture. In 
Fig. 2. we show three curves: the exact solution for a particle of complex refractive index 
1.15, the exact solution for a particle of refractive index 1.15 + i 0.1, and the Fraunhofer 
approximation represented as an Airy function weighted by the fourth power of particle 
size. The first two cases correspond, respectively, to non-absorbing glass spheres in water 
and highly absorbing glass-like spheres. The third case, that of Fraunhofer approximation, 
is represented as 

I(0) = a 4 j2(kaO)/(kaO)2 (6) 
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where k = 2:r(nr + i n i)~2, nr and ni are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index 
of the medium, and J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind, of order 1. Since the 
electromagnetic wave propagation amplitude depends upon the imaginary part of the 
refractive index as exp {-2nnpc/2}, case 2 represents propagation in a material where light 
intensity would attenuate by a factor equal to exp{4er • 0.1} each wavelength--a  case of 
propagation in a highly absorbing material. All three curves are for size parameter  ka = 
100. It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the first lobe of the scattering pattern is relatively 
insensitive to the variability of model or refractive index; however, at angles beyond the 
first minimum a few things are apparent: the absorbing particle closely resembles the 
Fraunhofer  approximation, yet in both the exact cases of absorbing and non-absorbing 
particles there is much more light at the higher angles than predicted by the Fraunhofer  
model. Thus, the assumption of a forward model based on the Fraunhofer  approximation 
would anticipate less light at the larger angles and the consequent inversions would be 
expected to invent small particles to account for this higher intensity of the exact solution. 
We shall carry through the calculations of size distributions using the Fraunhofer and the 
exact model and demonstrate this invention. 

1.3. The inverse problem and the information content o f  the data 

Regardless of the forward model used, the size distribution function n(a) can be 
discretized a s  N i derived as a matrix inverse: 

_N = =K - I - I  (7) 

where __K is the discretized version of the kernel K in equation (5) and I_ is similarly the 
intensity of scattering [we use bold capital letters to denote the matrix version of equation 
(5)]. This inverse is the subject of much effort, as mentioned. Nature seldom presents 
inverse problems so well behaved that a simple matrix product produces the desired result. 
Most of the insight into this inverse problem has come from the simplified Fraunhofer  
model. 

The information content of data is developed as follows. The discrete version of the 
forward problem, I_ = K N ,  expressed in equation (6), is a series of linear algebraic 
equations. Each equation represents the sum of intensities contributed by particles of 
varying sizes, at a fixed scattering angle. The number of equations equals the number of 
angles at which the scattering intensities have been observed. It is sometimes naively 
believed that information content of the data can simply be increased by increasing the 
number of observations, i.e. by use of higher resolution in angles at which the scattering is 
observed. However,  as elegantly explained by TWOMEY (1978), such is simply not the case. 
This is so because the solutions to the system of linear equations can be distinct or unique 
only when the equations are independent. Errors cause uncertainties in the right hand sides 
(rhs) of these linear equations. Thus, every time an equation in the system can be derived 
from a linear combination of any of the others, within the error on the rhs, it is implied that 
one less real equation exists, i.e. there really is one less useful observation in the set. Large 
observational errors on the rhs mean that a large number of equations might be 
synthesized in this manner due to the large error limits. In other words, there is a 
relationship between the errors in the data of intensity and the number of size classes which 
may be derived. This is the resolution-variance tradeoff. In terms of extracting the 
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maximum number of data points on the size distribution curve, then, higher noise in the 
measurements (rhs) would produce fewer size classes (degrees of freedom) in the 
inversions. The property of the matrix K determining the information content is called the 
condition number, which is the ratio of its largest to smallest eigen values. 

A remarkably large effort has been spent in the inversion of the observed scattered 
intensity distribution I(0). SWITHENBANK et al. (1977) were the first to propose that the 
searched-for size classes be log-spaced in order to keep the relative width of each size class 
constant (i.e. the ratio of mean to spread in size in each size class). The asymptotic 
similarity of the Airy function to the sinusoid led to work by FYMAT and MEESE (1978) and 
others, including the present authors, to comment on the information content of the data. 
This work was based on linear spacing of the retrieved size classes. At that time, the 
consequence of noise in the data was inadequately examined. Later, the more sophisti- 
cated work by BERTERO et al. (1987) demonstrated that function theory suggested the use of 
log-spaced size classes. Taking this cue, the question of the information content of data 
was examined by HIRLEMAN (1987) in a systematic and landmark work where he developed 
the conditioning of the scattering matrix for linear and log-spaced size classes, with 
different exponents of the scattering angle used to weight the data, i.e. inverting Iw = 
0al(0) to obtain _Nv = a~n(a): 

N v = =~1 iw" (8) 

Here __K w is the modified kernel: 

Kw = I I OadK(O,a)da dO. (9) 

He showed that the log-spaced size class placement produced the most stable matrices. In 
particular, for a dynamic range of 100:1 in scattering angles (which also correspond to a 
100:1 range in sizes) more than 12 size class separation was extremely difficult as the matrix 
condition number became very large. In our opinion, these conclusions remain substan- 
tially valid, even as the forward problem has been modelled more exactly. By further 
optimizing a "constant" in Hirleman's solution, AGRAWAL and PoTrSMITH (1993) showed 
that marginally higher resolution in sizes could be obtained with better conditioning of the 
matrix Kw. In recent years, as in our present work, the exact Lorenz-Mie solution has been 
used, replacing the Fraunhofer diffraction approximation. The motivation for improve- 
ment in the forward model of scattering came from the observation that when the 
refractive index is small, as for particles in water, the Fraunhofer approximation is a poor 
representation of scattering by spheres (see Fig. 2). We shall include data to elaborate this 
point. 

Finally, we describe the effect of particles too large or too small for a particular optical 
geometry. The answer is developed based on the discussion in AGRAWAL and RILEY (1984) 
and RILEY and AGRAWAL (1992). They noted that the quantity 03I(O) asymptotically equals 
sin(0) from which the size information could be deduced in analogy with the Fourier 
transform. It can be expected, for example, that particles which are too large will alias into 
the small end of the size spectrum in the manner of reflection of Fourier spectra. Similarly, 
particles too small to be sensed cause leakage throughout the size spectrum. These results 
have been verified numerically. When size spectra extend to both end bins, such 
contamination should be expected. 
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2. THE AUTONOMOUS INSTRUMENT" LISST 

The instrument consists of the optics and electronics assemblies. The optical assembly is 
essentially described in Fig. 3. The light source is a 3 mW visible diode laser operating at 
670 nm. A highly corrected lens system is used to collimate this beam. The collimated 
beam at this stage is of elliptical cross-section; it is made  circular using a pair of anamorphic 
prisms. The beam-forming assembly resides in one pressure case. The 8-mm diameter  
circular beam leaves this case through a flat glass window and passes through a 7.5-cm path 
in seawater. Particles in seawater scatter light from this beam. The unscattered direct 
beam and the scattered light enter  the second housing through a glass window and a second 
achromatic lens. This 120-ram focal-length lens focuses the direct beam to a small spot in 
the focal plane, whereas the scattered light falls away from the lens focal spot. A CCD line 
array, consisting of 872 small area photo diodes, each 25 microns square, is positioned in 
the focal plane of this lens. As the direct laser beam would saturate the CCD array, we 
deflect it with a mirror,  sending it instead to a large area photo diode. This diode therefore 
acts as a sensor for the laser power transmitted through the seawate r - -a  transmissometer.  
This transmission is used in the correction of scattering data (see below). Also, since the 
small-angle scattering (1 mrad) is typically much stronger than at larger angles (10-50 
mrad) we found it necessary to put a neutral density filter on the CCD array. The density of 
this filter varied from 4 to 0 over  a 2.54-cm distance. The smallest angle at which scattering 
is measurable is typically 2 mrad,  and the largest is 200 mrad. These quantities are 
approximate,  depending for each experiment on the settings determined by stray light; the 
at tempt  always is to measure scattering at the smallest angle without saturating the photo- 
diodes with small-angle light from optical surfaces.* 

The electronics consist of a 12-bit A/D which converts the outputs of the CCD sensors 
into digital words. These are rapidly clocked out into a fast memory  chip and subsequently 
off-loaded serially into a Tattletale model IV computer  (Onset  Corp. ,  N. Falmouth,  
Massachusetts,  USA).  The data are stored on the low-power memory  of this computer .  
The complete instrument can be configured for operation over  a year with self-contained 
batteries. 

Prior to each experiment,  it is necessary to determine the location of the photo diode on 
the CCD array which corresponds to the beam center; this is done by first removing the 
reflective mirror protecting against saturation, and transmitting the direct beam through a 
severe neutral density filter. After  determining the pixel corresponding to the lens focal 
spot (0 = 0) the mirror  is reinserted. The mirror covers a sufficiently wide segment of the 
CCD array that saturation is avoided over  the entire array. Using a highly filtered water  
sample,  the intensity pat tern from the CCD is recorded. This is the stray light I S (0). The 
total scattered intensity recorded in the field is then 

6(0) = Id(O) + {r[I~(O) + I,,(0)1} P(O) (10) 

where the first term on the right is the dark noise, r is water  transmission, P(O) is the 
transmission characteristic of the linear ND filter, the first term in brackets is the stray light 

* In subsequent work, we have replaced this detector with a circular ring detector, similar to the one used by 
BALE and MORRIS (1987). In this case, the direct beam power is sensed by a photo-diode placed behind a hole at 
the center of the ring detector. The consequence of this change of detector is a reduction in the time for 
acquisition of a scattering profile, a reduction in the amount of memory needed and the elimination of the 
neutral-density filter which was used on the CCD array to extend its dynamic range. 
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Fig. 3. A photograph of the LISST instrument. The complete instrument measured 100 cm long 
× 18 cm in diameter. 
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attenuated by the transmissivity of water, and the last term is the desired scattering signal. 
Averaging is carried out over several scans, typically 128, to smooth the scattering patterns 
which are noisy due to speckle on the detector surface and due to small number statistics of 
the large particles in the scattering volume. In order to obtain good estimates of the mean 
turbidity, independent samples of the turbidity should be obtained when the sample 
interval exceeds the integral time scale for the turbulence; this is typically z~ U, where Uis a 
mean velocity. For z of order 1 m and U of order 10 cm s -1, it follows that a 30-s interval 
offers a reasonable chance of obtaining decent estimates of the true mean turbidity. In this 
manner, it takes typically 30 rain to obtain a mean size distribution in the water. This time 
scale is determined by the boundary layer processes. 

The constants for this instrument as configured in STRESS were as follows: path in 
water: 7.5 cm, size range: 1.68-168 microns. 

The Kernel used for calculating size inverses from the data presented in this paper are 
built from Mie's exact solution of scattering by spheres. The inversions are carried out for 
volume distribution so that a =  1 and 13=3 in equation (6). The actual inverse is carried out 
using a non-negative least squares procedure throughout this work. Besides the volume 
spectra _N v thus recovered, error bounds N_ e may be estimated as the product of the 
residue: 

_N v __ __~1 [Iw - __K~Nv ]. (11) 

For clarity of figures, we have not included these data except to note that the typical 
magnitude of _Ne/l~_ v is a few percent. An indirect measure of the significance of these 
errors is obtained from the prediction of optical attenuation from _N v and by a subsequent 
comparison with the data obtained from the direct beam sensed by the large photo diode. 

3. CALIBRATION 

The calibration of this sensor system has been carried out under two conditions: with 
single-size polystyrene spheres, and with standard glass particles calibrated by the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST (formerly the National Bureau of 
Standards). We present the detailed steps in processing the data describing this calibration. 

Figure 4 shows the scattering diagrams and the inversion for uniform particles of 49- 
micron diameter. In (a) we show the actual scattering observed from a suspension 
compared with predictions by the Fraunhofer approximation and the full Mie theory. As 
mentioned earlier, the Fraunhofer model predicts a far more rapid decay of scattering 
intensity than the exact Mie solution. The data faithfully show the first two lobes of Mie 
scattering, but rapidly lose definition of the subsequent lobes due to insufficient dynamic 
range of the sensors in the CCD (note the large dynamic range requirement for uniform 
size particles). The same data are shown in Fig. 4(b) on the log-log scale. This figure 
indicates the - 3  slope envelope of the Fraunhofer prediction but a smaller slope of the Mie 
scattering and actual data. In Fig. 4(c) we show the quantity 0I(0) which is subsequently 
binned in logarithmically spaced angular ranges before inversion to obtain the volume 
distribution. Finally, Fig. 4(d) shows the results of inversion for the cases where the 
forward model is Fraunhofer scattering versus Mie scattering. As has been mentioned in 
the introduction, size spectra determined from the Fraunhofer model produces (invents) 
particles of small sizes. The Mie model, on the other hand, produces a single size class in 
the inversion, correctly. 
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Fig. 4. Calibration of the instrument against standard uniform sized particles of 49 micron 
diameter: (a) - -  Fraunhofer prediction, ---- Mie theory prediction, and . . . . .  laboratory data; 
(b) same plots on log-log axis; (c) plots of 01(0) which are subsequently binned into log-spaced 
angular ranges; and (d) results of inversion showing volume distribution with Fraunhofer model (- 
- - ) ,  and (---) with the Mie scattering model. The Fraunhofer model invents particles in the small 

size range, the Mie model correctly puts the entire mass in one size class. 
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Simi lar  e x p e r i m e n t s  were  car r ied  out  with the  N I S T  s tandards .  The  resul ts  are  shown in 
Fig. 5. Fo l lowing  the ident ica l  sequence  to Fig. 4, we see tha t  the  invers ions  p r o d u c e  the 
NIST  vo lume  d is t r ibu t ions  qui te  fai thfully.  No  such in situ ca l ib ra t ion  or  g round  t ru th ing  
of  the  m a r i n e  par t ic les  was poss ib le  due  to the  lack of  an i n s t rume n ta t i on  s t anda rd ,  
a l though  compar i sons  with g rab  samples  are  p r o v i d e d  by LYNCH et al. (1994). In any case,  
the resul ts  a re  m e a n t  to  be for  equ iva len t  spheres ,  since we must  also ignore  shape  and 
n o n - h o m o g e n e i t y  of  real is t ic  sed iments .  

4. F I E L D  D E P L O Y M E N T  IN S T R E S S  A N D  R E S U L T S  

The  S T R E S S  e x p e r i m e n t  was ca r r i ed  out  off the  N o r t h e r n  Cal i forn ia  coast  in wa te r  
dep th  ranging  f rom 50 to 100 m. The  p resen t  in s t rument  was p laced  at a dep th  of  95 m at 
site C3 (see  SHERWOOD et al., 1994). The  ins t rument  was m o u n t e d  on a t r ipod  a long with 
o t h e r  in s t rument  systems:  B A S S  and OBS.  This  site is cha rac te r i zed  by a bed  s ed imen t  
c o m p o s e d  of  m e d i u m  silt with a mean  size of  16 mic rons  (FIELD et al., 1992) and a m o d a l  
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As in Fig. 4 except the scatterers were NIST particles with a distribution of sizes from 2 to 
40 microns. 

size of 30 microns (cf. SHERWOOD et al., 1994). Our measurements with the LISST 
instrument are examined in light of OBS data and the environmental forcing. 

The LISST instrument was deployed at a distance above bed of 1.2 m. Two deployments 
were made: one from 19 November-5 January and the second from 9 January--6 March, 
1991. During the first deployment, averaged intensities obtained over 128 samples were 
recorded every 8 h, but in the second deployment, the interval was increased to 12 h to 
conserve battery life. In both cases, the scattering intensity profiles represent an average 
over a period of approximately one half hour. This period was required for observing and 
storing the scans of the CCD array. Although individual scans can be acquired more 
rapidly in a newer version of this instrument, we would emphasize that a correct averaging 
procedure should obtain independent samples of the particulate clouds which have 
correlation times of order z~ U. The averaged intensities observed with LISST are probably 
good estimates of the actual mean turbidity and size distribution at 1.2 m above bed 
(mab). The level of turbidity during the period of this deployment is indicated through the 
optical transmissivity across the instrument sample volume. This is shown in Fig. 6. 
Noticeably, the optical transmission over a 7.5-cm path is typically around 80-90% 
throughout the period, corresponding to 50-70% transmission over a 25-cm path. A 
marked event during 15 January 1991 produced the lowest transmission at 45% over the 
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instrument sample volume (7% transmission over 25 cm). This is identified as event 7 by 
SHERWOOD et al. (1994). The wind stress during this event was less than 2 dynes cm 2 and 
the mean current did not exceed 10 cm s -1. The event is interpreted by Sherwood et al. as 
due to a swell originating in Alaska associated with a 976 mb low in the local atmospheric 
pressure. This event produced the highest near-bottom wave-orbital velocities, reaching 
30 cm s-  a. Other  details of this event are reported by Sherwood et al. in their Fig. 11. As an 
aside we note that the optical transmission measured by LISST hovered around 90% over 
the 7.5-cm path during the last several days. Whereas window fouling is a possible 
explanation, the similarly high back-scattering measurements of OBS over the same time 
period (cf. Fig. 10) suggest that fouling was not the dominant cause for the observations. 

In Fig. 7 we show the averaged scattering intensity as a function of the scattering angles, 
measured with the CCD array, recorded during the second deployment period. The data 
show changes in intensity as well as faint changes in shape of the intensity distribution. 
These data were inverted according to the procedure described in the preceding section. 
For the inversions to obtain the volume distribution, we have used the full Mie theory 
formulation, and assumed that the particles have a refractive index of 1.5 in air (quartz 
sand). An assumption of refractive index is necessary for the full Mie formulation, which is 
somewhat sensitive to the refractive index, in contrast with the Fraunhofer approximation, 
which was shown to invent small particles. The resulting volume distribution is shown in 
Fig. 8. The horizontal axis for size is logarithmic, with 8 size classes covering the dynamic 
range in sizes of 100:1. In this manner,  the size range in each bin varies over a factor of 
1.78. For the range of sizes in this experiment,  1.68-168 microns, the size classes are 
defined in Table 1. We shall use this distribution to construct the calibration factors for 
optical transmissometry. Subsequently, we shall present the total suspended mass as a 
function of time, and in the context of the measured hydrodynamic variables, i.e. the 
measured bottom friction velocity and near-bed wave-orbital velocity amplitudes. The 
first observation from the history of the particle volume distribution shown in Fig. 8 is the 
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Table 1. Definition of size classes and 
corresponding size ranges of particles in 

Fig. 8 

Size class Size range (microns) 

l 1.68-2.99 
2 2.99-5.3 
3 5.3-9.44 
4 9.44-16.8 
5 16.8-29.9 
6 29.9-53 
7 53-94.4 
8 94.4-168 
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Suspended mass concentration at 1.2 mab in four size classes: (a) 5.3-9.44/~m, (b) 
9.44-16.8/~m, (c) 16.8-29.9/~m, and (d) 29.9-53/~m. 

nearly constant dominance of the peak in the third size class (5.3-9.4 microns). Secondly, 
not much variability is observed in the smallest two size classes, 1.68-2.99 microns and 
2.99-5.5 microns. Third, the distribution suggests the existence of periods with unimodal 
and bi-modal shapes; and finally, the largest size class (94.4-168 microns) does not contain 
measurable quantities of suspended material throughout the period of this data set. The 
variation of mass concentration in each size class is shown in Fig. 9(a)-(d) which are in 
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at the bed, (c) total mass concentration measured by LISST at 1.2 mab, and (d) mass concentration 

measured by OBS at 1.5 mab. Lack of detail in (c) is due to 12-h sample intervals for LISST. 

order of increasing size classes. The mass content of each size class increased during each 
event (see also Fig. 11 below) however, the increase was not proportional. In particular, 
the increased mass in sizes 9.4-16.8 and 16.8-30 microns is not accompanied by a similar 
increase in the larger sizes [Fig. 9(a)-(d)] 29.9-53 microns except at the 15 January peak. 
Also a much more pronounced increase is seen in the larger size classes [Fig. 9(c)-(d)] 
during the events around 18, 22 and 25 January, than in the smaller sizes, 9.44-16.8 
microns [Fig. 9(b)]. These changes probably reflect the changes in bed morphology 
preceding the events, although verification of this hypothesis is not possible due to 
unavailability of direct measurements of the bed material size distribution. 

We now examine the total suspended mass concentration, as derived from the LISST 
data, in light of the available hydrodynamic parameters from other instruments. In Fig. 
10(a)-(d), the friction velocity in the current boundary layer u'c, the bottom wave orbital 
velocity, the total suspended mass concentration at 1.2 m as measured by LISST, and the 
mass concentration measured by the OBS sensor placed at 1.4 mab are plotted together. 
The data on friction velocity in the current boundary layer, bottom wave-orbital velocity, 
and OBS are from SHERWOOD et al. (1994). It is apparent that the relatively large 
excursions in u*c associated with tidal flow (with magnitudes reaching up to 2 cm s-, 
during the 17-20 January time frame) do not correlate with similar fluctuations in 
suspended mass as observed by either the OBS or LISST. In contrast, each wave or swell 
event above background levels produces a noticeable increase in the suspended mass. 
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Fig. 11. Size-dependent concentrations of suspended mass, extrapolated to 10 cm above bottom 
using Rouse formulation: (a) 5.3-9.44/~m; (b) 9.44--16.8/~m; (c) 16.8-29.9/~m; and (d) 29.9- 

53/~m. 

Most noticeably, the onset of the largest swell event on 14-15 January is accompanied by 
an increased mass concentration seen by LISST and OBS with an approximate  one-day 
delay. In this observation,  LISST and OBS corroborate  each other as well they should, 
being at 1.2 and 1.4 mab respectively. The lagged increase in suspended mass is not seen 
with data from OBS sensors placed lower (Sherwood, personal communication);  these 
OBSs recorded an increase in near-bed suspended mass coincident with the onset of the 
swell event. While one may speculate on the causes for why an increased suspended mass 
was seen at the OBS or LISST sensors a day after the increase associated with event 7, in 
the absence of size and settling velocity information at the OBS elevations, a definite 
conclusion can not be drawn in this experiment.  

As was noted in the introductory section, one of the central questions in sediment 
transport  modeling is to define the reference concentration in terms of the bot tom stress 
and sediment characteristics. We have extended our measurements  downward to z = 10 
cm using equation (2). In Fig. 11 we show the suspended mass concentration at Zr = 10 cm. 
Since this extrapolation requires assumptions of the Rouse profile and an assumed density 
of particulate material ,  the results should be taken with the appropriate  caution. The 
extrapolation involves amplification of the measured suspended mass in each size class 
with the factor (z/zr) P, where p = 0.22 × 10 -3 (s - 1)a2/Ku,.  With Z/Z  r = 12, significant 
amplification occurs only when p is of order  1. As a consequence,  the concentration of 
small particles (a < 20 microns) does not get amplified at this reference height. In contrast, 
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the concentration of the larger particles shows a high sensitivity to the friction velocity, 
especially when the friction velocity is near zero. The sharp increases in suspended mass of 
size class 6 (30-53 microns) around 17 and 23 January are examples, where the LISST data 
coincided with a small friction velocity: 0.0241 cm s -1. These are two possible expla- 
nations: first, the density of the large particles is low enough that the assumed magnitude 
s = 2.8 is too high, and that these particles can remain suspended even under very low 
stress in the current boundary layer. Second, the existence of such large concentrations at 
1.2 m as measured by LISST could suggest departure from local dynamics. 

The derivation of the resuspension coefficient is not attempted in this paper due to the 
lack of direct data on settling velocities and the absence of direct estimates of eddy 
diffusivity profile in the wave boundary layer. Such a computation would require 
assumptions on the validity of a particular model of wave boundary layer dynamics, 
leaving the results no more robust than those with considerable uncertainty already 
reported in the literature (cf. CACCHIONE and DRAKE, 1991). Such estimates will be 
forthcoming with direct measurements of sediment concentrations and velocity fields in 
the wave boundary layer using laser Doppler velocimetry, as demonstrated by AGRAWAL et 
al. (1993). 

Finally, a useful result from LISST measurements is to quantify and correct for size 
distribution effects in interpreting transmissometry measurements in terms of mass 
concentration. The use of size distribution to derive the calibration constant for transmis- 
sometry is straightforward. It proceeds by assuming that within each of the eight size 
classes, the volume distribution is uniform at all sizes. The area from each size class is thus 
computed. The total area which corresponds to the attenuation of light is obtained by 
summing across all size classes. When the total particle area is normalized by the 
suspended mass measurement, the attenuation coefficient per unit mass is obtained. We 
have carried out this computation and found that the change in this coefficient is relatively 
small at the 1.2-mab location of the LISST instrument: a standard deviation of 30%, and a 
range of 1.82-0.78. Those particles for which the exponent p is of order 1 can be expected 
to show the most variability associated with change in friction velocity, so that larger 
deviations in transmissometry calibration should be expected nearer the bed in response to 
hydrodynamic forcing. By the same token, at heights above a few meters, the transmis- 
sometry method may be adequately accurate under differing forcing conditions. 

Thus far, we have presented the results as mass concentration of various size classes at 
the C3 STRESS site, and their variations with current-wave forcing. Two results remain to 
be explored in work to come: first, is it possible to describe a site-specific relationship 
between the reference concentration and the stress felt at the bed; and second, if a 
sufficiently tight relationship is found, can the resuspension coefficient be estimated on a 
size-class by size-class basis. These shall be explored in work to be reported in the future. 

5. SUMMARY 

An instrument system has been described which can be left unattended for extended 
periods to record scattered intensity data from a water sample volume in the sea. In 
addition to a description of the instrumentation, we have attempted to explain the 
fundamental information content of the data and how it relates to the scattering models. 
Calibrations with uniform size polystyrene spheres are presented as are calibrations with 
NIST standards. Finally, the volume distribution from the STRESS experiment is 
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presented over a period from 9 to 30 January 1991. Most of the volume in particulates is in 
the size range 9.4-17 microns through this period, although a change in the distribution is 
frequently noticeable. The data show that large particles are generally not observable at 
the elevation of the LISST instrument even during strong events. Further, in estimating 
the reference concentration near the bed, the conditions of low friction velocity produce 
troublesome results, which may have caused some of the vast spread in the related 
resuspension parameter, reported elsewhere. 
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